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From Beirut to Mostar, from London to the center of Berlin, from
Warsaw to Jerusalem, from the cities in Europe to the cities of Africa, from
Vietnam to Cambodia,

everywhere, after the ravages of war comes the

necessity for reconstruction.

Such is the present case of Beirut, Lebanon.

As the city recovers from years of civil war it strives to create

a new

identity, re-establishing the city's presence in the region.
In the heart of Beirut lies Martyr's Square, a public space that,
throughout the city's history, has held great national and historic value. Its
origins come
changed

from the Middle Ages and its importance

and use has

over the course of time, taking on the character

of those in

control or being shaped by the events of time . Its most recent name,
Martyr's Square, is the result of an execution
heroes who strove for independence
The squares importance
the

remnants

Haussmannian

of

Beirut's

from Ottoman yoke .

has declined as a result of the removal of
medieval

fabric

grid of streets that formed

referred to as 'The Etoile'.

there in 1918 of national

were

replaced

the

Nijmeh Square , commonly

Martyr's Square then became

transport hub and entertainment

by

the public

district of Beirut. The square faced its

ultimate fate and near total destruction during the Lebanese war, as it
became the termination and focus of the Green Line that divided the city
into Muslim and Christian sides.

Now, as Beirut strives to redevelop its downtown,
to regain

its role as Lebanon's

symbolic

national

Martyr's Square is
space,

ceremonial

arena, and place of the people.
The area around Martyr's Square has, due to the Lebanese War,
been

destroyed

archaeological

and

new

development

is

occurring.

Many

sites have been discovered and the city is striving to retain

these important pieces of the city's past . Within the Grand Axis itself are
archaeological

riches of these past layers.

My goals in this project (as determined
were to regain the lost importance

by the goals of Solid ere)

of Martyr's Square and define its new

role as a central square of civic importance.

To provide a meeting point

for all that is responsive to climate, lifestyle and cultural traditions.

To

establish the new identity of Martyr's Square as a major pole of attraction
in the city, home to Lebanon's

national ceremonial

public space, an

arena for its festival events, and a venue for interactive,

graphic

and

illuminated signage as found in Times Square and Piccadilly Circus.
My concept
six historical
Medieval,

for the design of the square was to utilize the previous

layers of Beirut, those

Ottoman,

many archaeological
these periods.

French Mandate,

being

the

Phoenician,

and Wartime period.

Roman,
Presently

sites have been discovered, exposing remnants of

For the design of the square I wanted

to symbolically

represent these layers by juxtaposing physical layers of walls and earth on

the square.

It would become

history. A strong connection

This connection

of the broken layers of

between Martyr's Square and the Garden of

Forgiveness (an archaeological
created.

a representation

garden), which neighbors the site, will be

will be enhanced

by borrowing similar planting

materials and paving styles. The addition of illuminated signage on the
south end of the plaza on surrounding buildings will help establish the
identity and role of the space in downtown Beirut.
This project helped increase my abilities to solve complex
problems and develop
that has deep

urban

new skills while working on a project in an area

historic roots .

My interest in urban design has been

increased and I look forward to more landscape

architectural

projects

that deal with urban issues as my professional career begins .

For my senior project

Caroline

Lavoie suggested

framework of the Design Ideas Competition
Beirut. The competition

I utilize the existing

for Martyr 's Square and the Grand Axis of

deadlines had already passed or involvement in the competition

would have occurred . The above is a historical background
goals and objectives

that

as I utilized the competition

www.beirutmartyrssquare

.com.

framework

and summarization of my
as found on the web at

